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that of the atmosphere in which it floats, and since it plays the role of a gas to only a limited extent, its effect on this velocity must always be minute, and for most purposes entirely negligible.
Doppler Effect.—Many, if not most of us, have often noticed the change in the pitch of a locomotive whistle, or bell, as the train passed rapidly by us; and also the similar change in pitch of a bell, or other sounding object, as we were carried rapidly past it. This phenomenon, known as the Doppler effect, and dependent on the finite velocity of sound, is easily explained.
Let v be the sound velocity; n the vibration frequency, X the wave-l^ngth, and u the velocity of the sounding body toward, or from, the stationary hearer. If u is zero,
X = -? and n = --n                X
If the sounding object is approaching the hearer the resulting wave length A! and frequency n\ clearly are given by the relations
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Similarly, if the sounding object is receding from the observer,
_ v +• u _ v n         ri2 and
nv n  — .——.
v + u Hence,
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That is, the pitch is highest when the sounding object is approaching, and lowest when it is receding.
If, then, the sounding body were on a train, say, making 47 miles per hour, the pitch, as perceived by a person at rest near the track, would drop approximately from G (approaching) to F (receding) on the musical scale.
If, however, the hearer is moving with the velocity w and the sounding object is at rest, on approaching the body
v +• w
ni = -—r—i t\.
and on leaving it,

